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Abstract

The 2002-03 reconstruction of one of the main Belgrade arteries created a new pedestrian
environment in Belgrade centre. The reconstruction might be recognized as an example of a
pioneering mission in Serbia and its surrounding, at that moment. This paper attempts to
analyze, four years later, the accomplishments of two focal design objective groups: (i)
improving the sidewalks use by upgrading accessibility and safety of street space for all
citizens, as the way of creating accessible, barrier free, safer and more pleasant pedestrian
environment; and (ii) considering public space improvement as the way of achieving higher
degree of public space urbanity, which does not represent only the physical features of
urban space or territorial belonging to the city, but also the quality of urban space and
citizens inside it. The main finding and the key future proposal is that the second design
objective group is just as important as the first one, which is frequently neglected in
professional practice.

Contextual framework

When approaching a context, it would be helpful to address it in the following order: a
pedestrian, urban space and territorial context, in this case Belgrade and Serbia. Our
conttext will first tackle the thematic framework, then the physical framework with an
emphasis on the function of urban space, and finally the Serbian context. Thematic
contextual framework of this paper could be recognized in two starting principles of the
International Charter for Walking - creating healthy, efficient and sustainable communities
where people choose to walk - developed in the framework of the WALK21 international
conference series, in September 2006. These principles are: (1) increased inclusive mobility;
and (2) well designed and managed spaces and places for people./2/ Two focal design
objectives of street reconstruction in Belgrade center were of nearly the same meaning: (i)
upgrading accessibility and safety of street space for all citizens; and (ii) considering public
space improvement as the way for achieving higher degree of public space urbanity.

Urban fabric is the physical contextual framework of this analysis. Physical barriers determine
the peoples’ flow; buildings’ content defines the movement purpose; disposition modifies
orientation in space; volume creates the perceptive structure of urban space; secondary
plastic forms and details make identity; and the equipment reflects experience and
behaviour. 
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At the same time, in the current Information Age, urban fabric might be considered from the
specific point of view as a dynamic organism that transmits an endless number of messages
about space and people throughout the time. Spatial, social and temporal milieus are
integrated and form contexts of city everyday life. The variety of scenes offered by town (or
to be offered) is almost unforeseeable. Therefore, we do not consider urban space only a
physical frame. It simultaneously performs communication, information and cognitive
function, and thereby determines the context and the way we act as professionals./1/ 

The communication function of urban space can be compared to the function of blood and
nervous system of a living organism. It includes transmission and distribution of water,
energy, waves, flow of people, cars and goods. It also represents the basic condition of
adequate urban metabolism, as well as the basic quality of citizens' everyday life. 

The information function of urban space acts in the accumulation and selection domains of
spatial form messages. Physical form informs users about: (i) possibility and purpose of
going, contacting and meeting; (ii) the usability; and (iii) the orientation conditions in urban
space. At the same time, information function of urban space represents the first degree of
superstructure regarding infrastructure town potential as its direct addition and purpose of
existing. 

The cognitive function of urban space does not influence basic urban functioning, but it has
essential importance in the actual sustainable development context. Spatial form represents
articulation of knowledge and skills. As such, it becomes a comprehension and cognition
polygon, namely a potential for creating images and as an association source. For certain
age groups,for example an infant, the city environment represents the “centre of the world”
and a source of fundamental experiences, crucial for forming their personalities and
behaviour. Spatial forms as public presentation of knowledge can educate, cultivate, animate
and dignify. Knowledge distribution means enlarging rather than wasting. As the knowledge
is an endless development source, the cognition function of urban space becomes one of the
priority options of theoretical elaboration and professional engagement. Coexisting,
information technology and its accelerated development influence changes in the
communication pattern, behaviour and cognition, including the focus displacement of current
urban space research. Simultaneously, , the cognitive function of urban space represents the
field of multisense perception and mental associations, as well as the milieu that generates
emotions and feelings like pleasure, safety, attractiveness, innovativeness, sense of
harmony, and so on.

We are aware that Serbian environment and context nowadays are not a suitable ground for
changing the above mentioned priority of urban research focus. Existential problems of our
towns are not solved. In fact,, they are increasing. The transition period that Serbia is going
through is characterized by profound value system transformations in the domain of society,
politics, ideology, economics ethnicity, nation, culture and religion . Ethical and moral norms
and standards are changing. The short-term goals are the priority and the environment
protection and economic revenues and considerations are often in conflict. TParallel to this
process, there is also some degree of harmonization of and interactiona between, on the one
hand, country specific elements, such as its history its specificities, geography, climate and
other "invisible" factors and, on the other hand, external and international factors of ongoing
globalization. The existing physical pattern of Serbian built environment - mostly neglected
urban spaces - reflects the problem of political, economic and institutional structure of the
society. This is also a reflexion furthermore of the dominating professional approach that
separates design from project implementation, land use and its transformation, leading to a
lot of conflicting situations. In such circumstances, the reaffirmation of urban design process
and improvement of urban space as the initiation element of urban regeneration (from street
and square reconstructions to master plans of important urban locations) is one of the most
significant development tasks.
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A Theoretical Setting: The Urban Regeneration Process

The theoretical setting of urban regeneration process includes its definition and key features,
domain of its application, related fields, relevance of urban design as a new concept and its
role in urban regeneration, comparison of urban design and more tradional modes and
future urban design framework proposals. The urban regeneration process considers creation
of integrative policy that incorporates global and local level through inter/trans-sector
relations in domain of economical, social, ecological and institutional development and
grounded on broad sustainable objectives: (i) social progress which recognises the needs of
everyone; (ii) effective protection of the environment; (iii) prudent use of natural resources;
and (iv) maintenance of high and stable levels of economic growth and employment. 

There are a number of topics associated with regeneration in which the principles of
sustainability might be introduced. The topic covered are: (i) business and the environment;
(ii) local labour and purchasing policies; (iii) local savings and anti-poverty programmes; (iv)
safe routes and accessibility; (v) community based waste minimisation; (vi) energy; (vii)
forestry and woodlands; (viii) parks and open space; (ix) educating for sustainability; and (x)
town centres. 

Urban space, such as town centres, parks and open space, is considered as "physical
framework of public domain" that integrates physical dimension of built space / artefact, and
social dimension / public space as public place created by different motivation of people
grouping. The main motto of urban design activity "by moderating urban space creating
urban place", is accompanied by considering at the same the way of managing existing, and
producing new space. Therefore, it is obvious that urban design is one of the significant
elements of urban regeneration process as the integrative process of urban space production
through creating the relation between built and unbuilt environment. 

The implication of the aforementioned is often in sharp contrast with the traditional concept
of the functionally formed treatment of city’s physical space. The locus of the urban design
approach is moved from the quantitative approach of capacity and representation, through
the use of spaces, to the quality of life in the city in relation to the level of pollution, safety
and health of citizen, work conditions, aesthetic standards etc.

Good urban design should: (i) address the connections between people and places by
considering the needs of people to access jobs and key services; (ii) be integrated into the
existing urban form and the natural and built environments; (iii) be an integral part of the
processes for ensuring successful, safe and inclusive villages, towns and cities; (iv) create an
environment where everyone can access and benefit from the full range of opportunities
available to members of society; and, (v) consider the direct and indirect impacts on the
natural environment./3/

Urban design framework contemplates urban design concepts as a set of prospectus for on-
going dialogue with many institutions, organizations, communities and all actors to be
involved in the future city development. The proposed urban design framework should
represents the following key objectives of future development of some considering site as
the connection of social, economic and ecological aspect: (i) contextual development; (ii)
easy to access; (iii) ecological aspect; (iv) identity generating; (v) discovering an
“alternative” or “unusual” experience of shopping; (vi) creating public places - somewhere to
Meet, something to Do, something to See - a new public space for pedestrians - new palette
of liveable places with dynamic and variable views; (vii) creating safer places - right mix of
uses, adequate day and night activity, with adequate percent of residential use; well defined
movement network; the structures and places with improved visibility and surveillance; (viii)
supporting changing over time - the long-term activity, and the solution is in creating a
sustainable regeneration strategy that can be overviewed through adequate transformation
phases of site urban design framework; and (ix) recognizing the information and
globalization age - creating the possibilities for different future networking, new building
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forms grounded on technological innovations and interactive dynamism of façades that
incorporate the marketing speed of urban life, the new information coding and the global
thinking on local way.

Actual theoretical consideration in urban design integrates physical and human dimensions of
space. “More sympathy for people” does not mean the sociological approach, but a way of
contributing to contemplative urban space design for different users, and at the same time,
contribution to argumentation for “communication” with political and economic structures. 

A Practical Settings: Belgrade Experience 
The important accomplishment in domain of urban regeneration process after 2000 in Serbia
was the reconstruction of one of the main Belgrade arteries that created new environment
for pedestrians in Belgrade centre – the sidewalks of the following streets: Kralja Milana,
Terazije, Kolarceva, and pedestrian part of Njegoseva Street. It might be recognized as an
example of a pioneering mission in Serbia and its surrounding. 

Considering Serbia’s very difficult living circumstances of the last decade or so its ongoing
transitional challenges, this reconstruction should be treated as a real achievement. The
reconstruction started in 2002 with detailed project phase. The actual phase of streets
hardscapes construction lasted from 2002 to 2003, but without anticipated and designed
street furniture and equipment. Hence, these streetscapes are still under construction and
wait for new public investment effort. 

Design team ArchideA, Prof. Dragana Bazik with young architects Jelena Stojanovic, Sasa
Radojkovic and Marija Grujic, from the Faculty of Architecture of the University of Belgrade,
was entitled by the Traffic Department of the City of Belgrade, to research and consider
functional and visual aspects of the reconstruction of the central street artery. 

In concrete figures, 5,000 meters of curbs were installed and 400 meters on street crossings
were lowered to the level of the street. For the first time in the Balkan region, textured
pathways for visually impaired citizens had been woven into the pavement, enabling them to
walk without assistance. Out of 25,000 square meters of pavement, 2,670 square meters are
textured pathways. Warning tactile surfaces on returned curb ramp (5% slopes) on
pedestrian crossings represents a total of 570 square meters. Warning tactile fields on
approaches to street junctions, subway and public building entrances and exits andbus stops
have total of 140 square meters.

Motivation

Prior to the reconstruction, this central Belgrade street axis had been crowded by numerous
parked cars, news stands and large stone jardinières s intended to prevent irregular parking.
Thus, even the pedestrians, let alone wheelchair users, often encountered difficulties while
attempting to move through this main Belgrade artery. Furthermore, the sidewalk asphalt
surface was full of holes and patches and the streetscape reflected a This only underlined
the need for the improvement of public space as the important element of the initiation of
urban space regeneration, which includes both the renewal of physical space and upgrading
of value system, attitudes and behavior of citizens.There is also a very unpleasant fact that
Serbia’s and and region’s recent history led to a significant incrase in the number of people
with permanent disability (sensory, physical or mental). And yet, you can’t see them on the
streets. There are a lot of barriers for their free and independent movement. Having this in
mind, the reconstruction of one of the main Belgrade artery from its earliest level of design
process started with the intention to satisfy accessibility requirements respecting the
diversity of disabled people,. The ideas and solutions were based on European standards and
practice, experts’ researches and consultations with people with disabilities. All these
motivation issues are in domain of communication function of urban fabric and creating basic
condition of adequate urban everyday life. 
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The details 

The focal statement of the team of authors was that public space improvement is the way
for achieving higher degree of public space urbanity that does not represent only the
physical features of urban space or territorial belonging to the city, but both the quality of
urban space and citizens inside it. 

The main design objective of the team of authors was to improve the degree of sidewalks
usability by upgrading accessibility of street space for all citizens, more exactly, to create
accessible, barrier free, safer and more pleasant pedestrian environment in Belgrade center,
grounded on the following design objectives and implementation tools in domain of different
functions of urban fabric: 

a/ communication function 

• non-slip surface of pavement to aid safely movement of all pedestrians;

• more space for pedestrians and wheelchair users - nearly all news stands (60 of 68)
and all large jardinières had been removed; also, the curb was heightened (except
pedestrian crossing) to 20cm to prevent illegal parking;

• pedestrian crossings with dropped curbs to the street level and mild (5%) ramp
through the full width of the crossing, enabling all pedestrians and wheelchair users
to cross the street safely, freely and independently;

• tactile guidance and textured pathways for visual impaired people are positioned
along the both sidewalks, almost in the middle, in order to avoid physical barriers;
/picture 1/

picture 1 - texture pathway in Kralja Milana St., Belgrade, Serbia
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• warning surfaces for pedestrians exist on every approach to street junctions, on the
mild ramps of every pedestrian crossing, subway entrances and exists, bus stops,
important public buildings, theatres, banks, pharmacies and department stores
entrances;

• leveled platforms for street cafes in pedestrian part of Njegoseva St. with stepped
ramp for two side access incorporated in street slope; 

• plan for putting audio signals for visually impaired citizens at street crossings along
artery, thus enabling them to cross the street safely, have been included in the
project and shall be realized;

• also, there is the plan to implement and increase a number of low-floor trolley-buses
as soon as possible; trolley-buses are the only mode of the public transport in central
Belgrade axis – it is the way of pollution reduction in this street with high pedestrian
communication degree. 

b/  information function 

• the contribution to free pedestrian mobility represents the visually marked sidewalk
areas in relation to the their usability:

o area next to the street front - building entrances, passage entrances, staying
in front of store windows, meeting, etc.;

o area of pedestrians transit that is separated by line of tactile pavement that
might direct pedestrians moving along the sidewalk;

o tree lined and unsafe area next to curbs and roadway;

o intersection area with pedestrian crossing; and 

o marked area of bus-station, entry of underground passage or the position of
permanent street cafe;

• there is the design for additional sidewalk lighting to will enable people who are hard
of hearing to have additional and stronger light to be able to read leaps better. 

During the street reconstruction 

Besides practical and functional results, this reconstruction had significant awareness-raising
and educational aspects. It is also important to highlight that the team realized the real
strenght of urban fabric cognitive function and the ways this is done, that is, through
awareness-raising, educating the public, building close ties with disabled people's
organizations and drawing media attention. 

At the very beginning of the reconstruction, the reactions of citizens about the reconstruction
varied. The team on dailiy bases did inquiry with the passer-bies. After it completed the
renovation, it conducted a larger citizens' poll at the official opening of the street. Some
thought that the sidewalk pavement is a mere , expensive and unnecessary decoration and
that the tactile pavement is the result of architect’s creation. Others recognized it as an
excellent “foot massage”. Still others, usually better informed citizens which traveled abroad
and visited more developed countries or surfed the Internet, saw the hardscape
reconstruction as a positive development sign, and even the greatest “civilization step” in the
contribution to the humanity and to antidiscrimination. 

During the construction period, the design team built outstanding relations and improved
communication with representatives of disabled people’s organizations in Belgrade. One of
the main activities of the members of the project team, often accompanied by persons with
disabilities, was to explain to curious citizens why the textured pathway and lowered
pedestrian crossings with dropped curbs had been constructed. There was an unforgettable
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scene when the mobility teacher, active consultant in the course of construction, brought his
visual impaired pupils to test tactile pavement. It was more than obvious information for
uninformed citizens - it was cognition. 

As this reconstruction was one of the major public investments in Belgrade, from 2002 up to
2003, it drew a lot of media attention, providingadditional opportunity to stress the need for
accessible and safer pedestrian environment for all citizens. 

Just after 

The congnitive function was futher underlined by substantive consequences of the street
renovation, such as transformation of streetscape and its ambience, retail reconstructions as
a side-efect, future construction needs that became obvious only after the reconstruction, an
joint work of local authorities, experts and disabled people's organizations and, importantly,
a European award that attributed additional importance to the project abroad and, indirectly,
brought about more recognition of dometic authorities and public. 

The transformation of streetscape and of its general atmosphere was really noticeable
upgrading the urbanity degree of public space The pedestrian movement on sidewalks
became easier and adapted to a high, and after street reconstruction, even a higher,
communication degree of the central Belgrade street artery.

The reconstruction rendered the distant perspectives of street and unclogged the street
views . Subsequently, thefronts of the buildings along the street became visible in their
neglected quality. The renovation of ground floor retails started during and was prompted by
the reconstruction. Dilapidated facades of some representative buildings become completely
noticeable and their revitalisation started as soon as it was possible.

Two additional things were recongnized: the need for better lighting of sidewalks and the
need for urban furniture adequate to the representativeness degree of Belgrade centre.

Thekey achievement of the reconstruction was, among other things, that it allowed Belgrade
and Serbia to apply for the competition 2003 Access and Inclusion Award for Transport
Services and Infrastructure, announced by The European Conference of Ministers of
Transport (ECMT) and the European Disability Forum. The competition was launched in the
context of the 2003 European Year of People with Disabilities, the 10th anniversary of the
UN Declaration of Disabled People and the UN Standard Rules on the Equalisation of
Disabled People, as well as the 50th anniversary of the ECMT. The award aimed to promote
examples of good practices in improving accessibility to transport, to reward approaches in
the field which are inclusive of all people with disabilities, as well as to recognise the
importance of consulting with representative disability organisations. Belgrade centre street
construction received an award in category 3, the recipients of special mention for specific
aspects of their projects, in competition with 55 projects from EU member countries. There is
the Jury statement for Belgrade project, which reads: "improvements to street environment;
beginning of initiatives to adapt public spaces for better accessibility based on available
resources". The statement can be found at the report of the jury of the ECMT-EDF Access
and Inclusion Award. http://www.cemt.org/topics/handicaps/CS0321Fe.pdf 

Many professional, technical and construction experiences were gathered for application in
further upgrading of existing and development of new town streetscapes. Overall, the whole
project represented an excellent example of how the local municipality, experts for traffic,
architecture, urbanism, and citizens and associations of persons with disabilities should work
together in creating inclusive pedestrian environment.

http://www.cemt.org/topics/handicaps/CS0321Fe.pdf
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Four years later 

Four years later, the effects of Belgrade central street reconstruction from informaiton and
communication function perspective, can be viewed from several aspects: the quality of
material and pavement construction; sidewalks utility and maintenance; the follow-up
transformations in already reconstructed streets; and the influence on subsequent street
reconstructions in Belgrade and other Serbian towns. This four year's later assessment
should also be seen from cognitive function in reconstruction's effect on citizens' satisfaction,
personal attachment to it and city's image both in Serbia and abroad. 

The quality of material and pavement construction shows that the first street reconstruction
in 2002 was a pioneering achievement but that is also had some downsides of such
pioneering work. Tactile concrete slab loses tactile codes through the time and the slab
colours rather disappeared. The "invisible" manhole covers, masked with pavement slabs,
were changed with classic one and incorporated in sidewalk pavement in the easiest, but not
aesthetic, way, even on the textured pathway. The infrastructure interventions in sidewalks
area do not leave the visible traces because the intervention is done under and covered by a
concrete slab. This easy-and-invisible fix method was one of the basic objectives of the
reconstruction. 

 Sidewalk use did not fulfil all project expectations. While pedestrian crossings lowered to the
street level enabled seemless movement of all citizens which was the objective, it
unfortunally also led to illegal parking and, even, occasional sidewalk driving to avoid traffic
light and traffic jam. The pavement became quite spotted with chewing gums, especially in
front of restaurants and bakeries, in spite of many litter bins placed at every second street
light post . Furthermore, there are also several obstacles on textured pathway or near by,
like ice-cream box or advertising shop/restaurant signs . This ruined its main purpose, an
easy and independent movement of blind and visually impaired people without personal
assistant. Four years later, additional street light and street furniture have not yet been
installed.

Sidewalk maintenance suffered a similar fate. Local government and communal institutions
did not organize adequate cleaning equipment and regime, so the dirt and dust covered the
slabs, making their original color unrecognizable. On the positive side, the pavement surface
is quite permeable, and you can walk with clean shoes even after big rain or melted snow. 

One of the compelling arguments for the local government to initiate the street
reconstruction was to use the experience elsewhere in the world suggesting that the street
reconstruction would generate further renewal of failed urbanityas well as a total urban
regeneration of our towns. Which is what has actually happened. 

The improved urban streetscape increased the degree of citizens’ overall satisfaction,
innadvertantly producing stronger personal attachment for the city. Worthwhile noting
comments included the ones of Serb expatriates visiting Belgrade and remarking along the
lines of “Belgrade cought up with the World”. There are also a lot of images of reconstructed
streets on the Internet sites representing the City of Belgrade. 

Generally, the reconstruction of the central Belgrade artery contributed to the upgrading of
following: the urbanity degree of this public space; Belgrade tourist offer; the promotion of
positive city image on global market by the Internet, It also generateed better framework for
economic revenue and development, attracted investments and established possibilities for
creating public and private partnerships. In the past four years, a lot of street facades were
renewed, many stores were reconstructed or changed their purpose, store-windows were
redesigned, and the store opening hours extended to include weekends. The Belgrade
government also decided that, on every first Saturday of the month, this artery becomes a
pedestrian area, with diverse happenings., Having all of of these contributions in mind, the
following conclusion could be drawn : mediation of public space, creates a public place -
accessible, barrier free, safer and more pleasant for all citizens and passer-by. 
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Belgrade experience as a blueprint and its dissemination 

One of the initial project objectives was that the successful realization of the street
reconstruction should further encourage city authorities of Belgrade to take into account the
needs of persons with disabilities whenever they plan a public construction project. In some
way, this reconstruction was recognized as a blueprint for reconstruction of other streets in
Belgrade and in many towns in Serbia, for its innovative approach in creating accessible and
safer pedestrian environment. Unfortunately, a great part of these expectations failed,
particularly in the congnitive function of urban fabric.

The reconstruction of other central Belgrade streets in 2005 and 2006 accomplished some
but not all standards that were established in the first reconstruction. The textured pathway
in the middle of the sidewalk appeared only on one more street. Pedestrian crossings with
dropped curbs to the street level are at some places substituted with much narrower 1.2m'
wide ramps, which makes the pedestrian flock or herd to the narrowed ramp opening when
crossing the street. The tactile warning surfaces for pedestrians can be found on every new
pedestrian crossing and they haveserved as a blueprint for every street reconstruction in
past four years. At least, this was the only consistent positive effect of streetspace upgrading
and reconstruction that is harmonized with some European standards. 

Dissemination and replication of the Belgrade experience in Serbia can be seen in an
impressive number of street reconstructions in centres of nearly every town on a municipal
level. Those reconstructions for the most part dealt with calming street traffic and paving
sidewalks and in general with what it considered as cosmetic upgrading. Many towns and
cities still have high sidewalks without dropped curbs, but major cities in Serbia are
beginning to make sidewalks accessible, which is a great improvement even though it is still
largely done in the city centers.,It should be noted that dropped curbs are rarely built
throughout the town,meaning that they still limit the flow of persons with disabilities, parents
with prams, elderly people or people with temporary impairments. This should remain a
priority for creating new accessible and safer pedestrian environment. The main feature of
new pedestrian environment in Belgrade project was its tactile pavement and it was not
replicated on large scale. Tactile pavement on crossroads can be found only on few main
streets in major cities. Sidewalks and squares textured pathways for persons with visual
impairment was repeated only in one more town, Novi Sad, making its outdoors accessible
and truly barrier-free. Two other towns, Subotica and Sombor, prepared projects and
schemas for future tactile pavement and textured pathways. 

Closing Remarks

First of all, it is important to underline that the improvement of public space is the significant
element of the initiation of urban space regeneration. This includes both the renewal of
physical space and upgrading of value system, attitudes and behaviour of process
participants. Urban regeneration represents a comprehensive process incorporating issues of
finance, management, partnership and participation in order to accomplish environmental,
economic and social goals of sustainable development, the quality of life for everyone, now
and for generations to come. And, as it was mentioned before in this paper, we do not
consider urban space and the street reconstruction experience in Belgrade and Serbia only
as a physical frame. Instead, four years after we analyse its communication, information and
cognitive function searching for key professional proposals for creating accessible, barrier
free, safer and more pleasant pedestrian environment. 

In domain of the communication function as transmition and distribution of pedestrian flow,
additional professional proposal is found in the dividing parking area from sidewalk by curbs
and different pavement pattern. All other proposals were incorporated in starting design
objectives.
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Additional professional proposals in domain of the information function of urban space
represented through accumulation and selection of spatial form messages, are found in: (i)
different pavement pattern in linear sidewalk areas, especially texture pathway in middle of
sidewalk, informed and indirectly regulate all pedestrian behavior, as well as, left and right
pedestrian transit movements; (ii) the unique dimension and typesetting of pavement slabs
for marking vehicle entries over the sidewalk; (iii) the visually marked each parking place by
pavement pattern; and (iv) the unique cod of taxi areas and paths. The general proposal
could be that the more clear pavement pattern messages are, the better organized will be
the pedestrian behavior on the street. 

The cognitive function of urban space could be realized through spatial forms and patterns
that represent articulation of knowledge and skills. As public presentation of knowledge they
could educate, cultivate, animate and dignify. As such, additional professional proposals are
found in: (i) creating sidewalk pavement as comprehension and cognition polygon, namely
as a field for creating images and association that will marked the street with recognized
identity - for example - zipper, starry sky, railroad tracks; /picture 2/

  

picture 2 - different sidewalk pavement patterns - streets in Belgrade centre, Serbia

(ii) design the sidewalk iconography that could contribute to its transforming in meaningful
urban place, urban line or meeting point and the citizens' identification with it; (iii) creating
different pavement patterns that could surprise and provoke the attention and memorizing;
(iv) constructing textured pathways and crossings, that bring civilization standards on our
streets and educate pedestrians of all ages; and (v) application of different and bright
colours in pavement pattern that would create clear distinction from asphalt surfaces, and
some celebration emotions like pleasure, happiness, attractiveness, safety and harmony. 

Therefore, the cognitive function of urban space might be the most significant aspect in
public space improvement as the way for achieving higher degree of public space urbanity
that does not represent only the physical features of urban space, or territorial belonging to
the city, but both, the quality of urban space and citizens, their behaviour, education, culture
and emotion. 
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